
Land and Building Surveyor

A vacancy has arisen for an additional experienced land and 
building surveyor to join our well established and expanding 
multi-disciplinary RIBA Chartered Practice.  Producing measured 
surveys in support of a team of architects, technologists, planning 
advisors or directly for a variety of clients you will be responsible 
for and have knowledge/ experience of the following:

• After the initial client meeting and brief by the project architect 
or director covering the requirements of project, producing a 
fee proposal relative to the size, scope and detail required and 
economic use of manpower.

• Upon acceptance of the fee proposal, programming the  work 
to be undertaken having regard to the project programme and 
office workload.

• Conducting measured topographical and building surveys using 
LEICA total station.  Where necessary, hand measuring meth-
ods will be used with supporting sketch details, especially when 
undertaking work to listed buildings.

• Production of survey drawings to the requirements of the  
project architect,using AutoCAD software. 

• Download and amend as necessary OS Maps to accompany  
the survey.

Other related activities may include

• Setting out outline of buildings or required information on site.
• Monitoring ‘tell tales’ following insertion by others.
• Conversion/adaption of survey information by others on  

differing software.

You must have a high level of working knowledge/ experience in 
the application of AutoCAD, Sketchup and Photoshop plus 
Microsoft Word and Excel.  A working knowledge of Revit, whilst 
not essential, would be an advantage.



Our current survey workload and recent experience includes 
the following:

• Topographical survey of an abandoned railway tunnel   
and cuttings

• Topographical and building survey relating to    
canal environment

• Building surveys for extensions to Grade I and II   
Listed Buildings

• Topographical survey of industrial site
• Topographical survey for design and construction of lake   

in rural setting
• Topographical survey of site for proposed paragraph 79  

dwelling
• Building survey of derelict agricultural buildings for conversion
• Topographical and building survey, sports facility

The post is ideal for a surveyor wishing to gain further experience 
by joining a successful well established practice, working with a 
highly motivated team in a friendly rural office environment.


